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the rise of computers, first as the IT manager for TRW,
then IT manager for American Transformer in Chicago.

Their careers in the technology field took them to
Minnesota and later South Dakota before the idea of
retirement in a warm climate began to take root. The
duo chose Sun City Grand, initially planning to spend
their days pursuing leisure but it wasn’t long before
relaxation, bridge and golf fell by the wayside as Karen
decided to seek out her real estate license. Bill
continued to work as a part-time consultant with Keane,
Inc., remotely supporting Gateway Computers.

Karen joined Ken Meade Realty in 2001 and became
the rookie of the year. Bill decided to join Karen and the
two forged a partnership in 2002 whose slogan says it
all-“The Power of Two Working for You.” They
quickly reached a level of success most real estate
agents only dream about; typically sell two homes a
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People looking to move to active adult communities that
cater to their every whim have been flocking to
Northwest Phoenix and the Sun City communities for
over 50 years. For over a decade Karen and Bill Petersen,
the top-performing REALTORS® at Ken Meade Realty,
have enjoyed living and working in the communities.

Much of the Petersen’s impressive success can be
attributed to their collective wealth of business and life
experiences. From McCook and Ogallala, Nebraska
respectively, Karen and Bill are proud of their small town
roots. Karen has her bachelors’ and Master’s degrees
from the University of Nebraska at Kearney. Though she
initially worked as a teacher, she transitioned into the
technology field.

For his part, Bill received his Bachelor of Science in
business administration from the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln and quickly became involved in
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week and averaging around 100 homes a year. They
have been the number one sales team for Ken Meade
Realty every year since joining the company, a fact
General Sales Manager Norm Brenna chalks up to
service and unrelenting professionalism. “Karen and
Bill have dedicated themselves not only to a real estate
career, but to being the best in the business,” shared
Norm. “I, like many of their clients, are so grateful for
the honor of having a front row seat and the joy of
watching the excellent results of Petersens Team.”

The “Power of Two” is more than a slogan— it’s a theory
of why the couple complements one another so well. Each
is strong in every aspect of real estate and working
together enhances what they are able to accomplish.
Together they ensure every transaction is covered from
the initial listing to the final close. They are 100 percent
committed to providing outstanding service and results to
their clients, going above and beyond what is expected.

Bill’s analytical skills enable him to create strong market
analyses for potential listings. All information is tailored
to the individual client. “Bill serves as the driving force
in the listing presentations,” said Karen. “He has a strong
mastery of facts, numbers and trends and able to relate
them to what is happening in the current market.”

Karen is a generalist with a good overall feel for the
market. She has a determined work ethic and good
business savvy. Her assertive and straightforward style
makes her a strong negotiator for clients.

The Petersens consider Steve Meade, company
president, Norm Brenna, general manager and Brian
Gilgosch, office manager, as valued partners and the
professional admiration is mutual. “The volume of
sales and listings that Karen and Bill produce goes
without saying—they are consistently at the top,” said
Brian. “But the most impressive aspect that they

“The Power of Two Working for You.”

Pictured, from right to left: Norm Brenna, General Sales Manager; Brian Gilgosch,
Sun City Grand Manager; Karen and Bill; Steve Meade, President of Ken Meade Realty.
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Propelled by strong work ethics, Bill and Karen are self-
professed workaholics with professionalism that
translates not only to their transactions but also in their
wardrobes. Despite the relaxed culture of the area, Bill
wears a suit, white shirt and tie all year, with the suit
jacket coming off only in the triple digit summer months.

Although there may be speculation surrounding
technology’s place in a market catering to individuals
aged anywhere from 45 to 90, skeptics would be
surprised. “We will communicate with clients in
whatever medium they prefer—in-person, telephone,
fax, email, texting, our website and even Facebook,”
said Karen. “We are talking about an active population
with a zest for life so there is no limit to what they can
pick up and stereotypes need not apply. You might not
expect to see softball or tennis played at very
competitive levels but in the Sun City communities,
that’s exactly what you will find.”

Asked about retirement, Karen laughed, “Our whole
lives are a vacation. We are fortunate to live in an area
with good climate, a wealth of recreational and cultural
opportunities and be able to change so many lives for
the better through our work. With a job like this, who
needs retirement?”

On the personal side, Karen and Bill have four sons –
Mike, Derek, Daren and his wife, Nicki in Nebraska,
Andrew in Washington. They have five granddaughters
and a dog, Sunshine, who they adopted from a no-kill
facility about a year ago. Living up to his name, he
provides a lot of sunshine in their lives.
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contribute to our company is their willingness to offer
constructive ideas to better our office. They give so
much by unselfishly lending their time and expertise
to any and all who seek it, showing total commitment
to the team concept!”

Karen and Bill offer buyers and sellers some distinct
advantages from their living in the Sun City Grand adult
community, professional approach, in-depth knowledge
and extensive experience in the local markets, true
value of the amenities of adult communities’ offerings
and comprehensive marketing approach.

The Petersen’s primary goal is help people and judging
by the glowing testimonials their clients offer, their
goals are being met. Clients Daryl and Norma Jean
stated, “Bill, your professional approach in all aspects
of the procedure was greatly appreciated. We can see
why you and Karen are so successful in your real
estate.” Jerry and Alice Sohn agreed. “I know the
emotion of parting with a much loved home was
difficult but you certainly made it as easy and profitable
as possible,” relayed Jerry. “We are the envy of
everyone because of your quick sale.” And when
Barbara Stutzman decided to move from Arizona in a
tough economy, she had reason to be impressed with the
results. “The market, as we all knew, was not the best
for the seller, but the Petersens gave me good advice,
followed through with suggestions for selling, and kept
me informed of sales of other houses in the area similar
to mine,” said Barbara. “Within three months my house
was sold! Karen and Bill are truly amiable
REALTORS® and are number one in my book!”


